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A wave is a means of transferring energy
from one place to another



WAVES

�� Waves Waves are classified into different types according 
to their natures :

Transverse waves Longitudinal waves

Mechanical waves

Transverse waves

Electromagnetic waves



Mechanical Electromagnetic
e.g. Water waves, waves on a 
rope, sound

e.g. Radio, X-Rays, Light

Must have a substance to 
travel through

Does not need a substance to 
travel through but can travel travel through

Cannot travel in a vacuum

travel through but can travel 
through various substances

Can travel in a vacuum

Vibrations passed on from 
molecule to molecule

Travel at very fast speed in a 
vacuum: 3 × 108 m/s



A wave where the direction of the vibrationA wave where the direction of the vibration
is is perpendicularperpendicular toto

the direction in which the wave travelsthe direction in which the wave travels

TRANSVERSETRANSVERSE

LONGITUDINALLONGITUDINAL

A wave where the direction of the vibrationA wave where the direction of the vibration
is is parallelparallel to theto the

Direction in which the wave Direction in which the wave travelstravels..





� Free vibration 
� Forced vibration
� Resonant vibration



The branch of physics which deals with the production
of best sound effect in public buildings.
Factor which affect this is-

� Reverberation and reverberation time
The persistence of sound in a room is called The persistence of sound in a room is called 
reverberation and time for which this persistance
continue is called reverberation time.



Sound waves having frequency more than 20kHz  are 
called ultrasonic wave.

APPLICATION
� Drilling and cavitations 
� Flaw detection and level of liquids in tank� Flaw detection and level of liquids in tank
� Cold welding
� Cleaning sterilization
� Ultrasonic mixing
� SONAR



The branch of physics which deals with the study of 
nature of light and the phenomena associated with 
generation transmission and detection of light is 
called optics.

� Refractionof light� Refractionof light
� Reflection of light



� We describe the path of light as straight-line rays
� Reflection off a flat surface follows a simple rule:
◦ angle in(incidence) equals angle out (reflection)
◦ angles measured from surface “normal” (perpendicular)

surface normal

same
angleincident ray exit ray

reflected ray







� The brilliance of diamond
� In prism
� In mirage
� In optical fibres
� Shining of bubbles� Shining of bubbles
� Medical application



� A device is used to see distant objects moved closer 
very distinctly is called telescope.

� A device used to see small things much magnified at 
the least distance of distinct vision is called 
microscope.microscope.



� The branch of physics which deals with study of 
charges at rest.

� There are two types of charge
positive and negative.positive and negative.
in-between them a force exist which can be 

described by coulombs law. 














